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1 - Chao Problems

Chao Problems
Characters:
- Sonic the Sonic Chao

- Amy the Amy Chao

- Giggy the Sapphire Hero Chao

- Shadow the Shadow Chao

- SpyroX the yellow Knights Chao (has all phoenix parts except for the wings)

- Emmy the swim/swim type hero chao (has no legs, has phoenix feathers, raccoon hands, and tiger
ears)

- Tails the Tails Chao

- Cream the Cream Chao

- Rouge the Rouge Chao

- Eggman

- Various robots (all of them belong to Eggman)

- Random people/CHAO
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SpyroX: *running away from Shadow with a Chaos Emerald* I'm going to figure out how to be super
before you even grab this!

Shadow: I am NOT chasing you for the Chaos Emerald! I'm just running away from Amy!

Amy: *chasing Shadow with her eyes closed* KISS ME SONICKUU!!!!!!!

Shadow: Just open your eyes you dookie!

Amy: *opens eyes* Hey. You’re not Sonic. AAARRRRRRRRGGGGGGGGGHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!! I hate
you! *points her middle finger at Shadow, which doesn't exist*

SpyroX: *goes between Amy and Shadow and is carrying an arrow pointing to Sonic* Here's your hint
Amy!



Amy: Thank you SpyroX! *runs towards Sonic* SONICKUU!!!!!!!!!!!

Sonic: NNNOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!!!!! It's the Pink One!!!!!!

At The Chao Garden:

Cream/Tails: *flying into the Chao Garden*

Emmy: *notices Cream and Tails* What is the password?

Cream/Tails: Giggy's number one!

Rouge: Have you seen SpyroX?

Cream/Tails/Emmy: Yup!

Giggy: How'd you get here Rouge?! I thought that you were in the Dark Garden!

Rouge: It got too crowded. Now tell me were SpyroX is!

Cream: Why do you want to know where Mr. SpyroX is, Miss Rouge?

Giggy: *blank expression*

SpyroX: *walks in the door and farts* Ahhhh....

Emmy: NNNNNNNNOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!!!!! Poison Gas!!!!!!!!!!!!

Tails: Actually, it's methane.

Cream/Giggy: *faint from the smell*

Rouge: I gottya now SpyroX! Give me back my Chaos Emerald! NOW!!!!

Emmy: *starts power punching Rouge* Don't do that to my Chao friend!

Everyone else but Rouge: Yeah! *start punching and kicking Rouge*

Sonic: Can someone please beat Amy in the Chao Stadium Karate?! *finds Emmy* I heard that you beat
SUPER in karate.

Emmy: Sure did!

Everyone else: *nod* Yup! She never lies about karate.

Sonic: Please beat Amy for me! PLEEEEEEEEEAAAAAAASE!!!!!!!!!!



Emmy: Whatever.

Rouge: *spots Shadow drinking Dr. Pepper (you know. The soda)* Shadow, can you help get my Chaos
Emerald back?

Shadow: *falls asleep and scratches his butt* Maybe next year.

Rouge: What do you mean by that?

Shadow: Why don't you go on a date with Knuckles the Echidna?

Rouge: I'm not Rouge the Bat. I'm Rouge the Chao.

Shadow: Then go on a date with Knuckles the Chao.

Rouge: I have no idea about who you’re talking about.
At the Chao Stadium (KARATE):

SpyroX: *as the intercom* On the left hand corner, weighing 3 pounds and is 2 feet tall is...... EMMY!!!

Audience: Go EMMY Go!!!!

SpyroX: *being sarcastic* On our whatever corner, weighing a secret weight and is 2 feet tall is Amy.....

Audience:BBBOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!!!!

SpyroX: Ready.......
Set............
GOOO!!!

Emmy: *power punching Amy* Your weaker than the BEGGINERS level!

Amy: WAAAHHH!!!!! *starts to cry*

SpyroX: Emmy wins!

Audience: YYYYAAAAAYYYYY!!!!!

Sonic: I hope that keeps her off of me for a month..... or two!

At Station Square:

Amy: *sob* I hate you Sonic! I’ll find someone else to like, like *runs to the casino*

Shadow: *in the casino enjoying the lights, but notices Amy* Amy? Why are you here?



Amy: Sonic ditched me so

Shadow: So what?

Amy: I’m gonna make you my new boyfriend!

Shadow: AAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!! *runs away from Amy*

Cream: *carrying Giggy and is flying over Shadow* Mr. Shadow? Why’s Miss Amy chasing you?

Giggy: Yeah! Did you hit her with a pie, AGAIN?

Cream: It sure looks like it.

Shadow: Don’t you know that she hates Sonic and now has a crush on me?! *runs to a dead end*
NNOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!

Amy: *corners Shadow and puckers her lips as she gets closer*

Giggy: EEWWWWWWWWWWW!!! GROOOOOOOOSS!!!!

Cream: *throws up*

Amy: *slips on the puke and falls on it face first* Hey! This stuff tastes like chocolate!

Sonic: *comes out of nowhere* Yuck! Cream, I told you not to drink the toilet water!

Giggy: Yeah Cream! Now you’re in trouble!

Cream: *starts to cry* Mr. Sonic, please don’t ground me for life!

Giggy: HEY! I’m your boss!

Sonic: Yeah, exactly what Giggy just said.

Shadow: Sonic..please.don’t.do..that..again.

Sonic: If I don’t, Amy is going to do that to me!

Shadow: Ummmmmmmm, then never make Amy like anyone.

Cream: That does not make any sense.

Shadow: HEY! I expected Amy or Giggy to say that! Not you!

Amy/Giggy: CREAM! Never say what we’re going to say! OK!?



Cream: *terrified* ok

Tails: *in the Tornado and lands next to them* Look at what I got from Miles Tails Prower!

Sonic: Coooool! We can do what Sonic and Tails did in SONIC ADVENTURE DX Directors Cut!

Everyone else: *long pause*

Giggy: What did Sonic just say?

Sonic: Who cares?! Let’s ride!

Cream: Let’s go get the others Miss Giggy!

Giggy: Awright!

At The Chao Garden:

SpyroX: *running away from Rouge* Haha! I still have your emerald! Oh no! She’s gone mad!

Rouge: *breathing fire and steam is coming out of her nostrils* AAARRRRGGGGGGGHHHHHH!!!!!!!
GIVE ME MY EMERALD!!!!!!

Emmy: *pouring water on Rouges head* Stop that! You’ll cause a fire!

SpyroX: Yeah Rouge! *taunts at Rouge*

Emmy: SpyroX didn’t steal your emerald to sell at the Black Market!

Rouge: Oh yes he did!

SpyroX: *sticks tongue at Rouge*

Rouge: AAAAARRRRRRRGGGGGGGHHHHH!!!!!!!!! *resumes chasing SpyroX*

Tails: *flies in with the Tornado and everyone was on it* SpyroX, Rouge, Emmy, jump in before Miles
Tails Prower gets me!

SpyroX/Rouge/Emmy: AWRIGHT! *jump on*

On The Tornado:

Tails: Did you guys fasten your seatbelts yet?

Everyone else: Yup! *seatbelts were actually tied up instead of fastened*



Emmy: I’m squeezed into orange juice in here!

Sonic: Are we there yet?

Tails: No.

Sonic: Are we there yet?

Tails: No.

Sonic: Are we there yet?

Tails: No.

Sonic: Are we there yet?

Tails: No.

Everyone else: *get confused and get headaches*

Sonic/Tails: What’d we do?

Amy: What is that thing? *points to a robotic air unit that looks like a giant bald eagle but it’s silver
instead of brown and is red instead of white*

Everyone else: NOOOOO!!! It’s Eggman!

Eggman: How dare you call E-162 a thing!

E-162: *starts firing homing lasers at the Tornado*

Tails: Tornado transformation!

Tornado: *transforms into the Cyclone but it was too far and too damaged to land on E-162, so it falls
from the sky fight*

Everyone: AAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!

Eggman: Those Chao are very troublesome. E-104, get me a strawberry shortcake and some daisies!

In Hawaii:

Person#1: Oh! Those Chao in that blue box are so adorable!

Person#2: I agree! Who’s selling them?



Person#1: Who cares! I have a net! *pulls out a fishing net and attempts to capture them*

Shadow: Chaos Spear!

Person#1: *gets hit* Ahhhhh!

Rouge: Since when did you get a Chaos Emerald?

Shadow: SpyroX let me borrow it!

SpyroX: Did someone say my name? *looks around*

Rouge: SpyroX let you borrow it?

Shadow: Yeah, I just told you!

Rouge: But SpyroX didn’t ask me to borrow my Chaos Emerald!

Emmy: *springs out from the steering wheel of the Tornado* Look at what I found!

Giggy/Cream: *spring out next to Emmy* Yeah! She found something cool!

Tails: *springs out next to Giggy and Cream* She found…..

Sonic: *springs out of the driver’s seat* a…..

Giggy/Cream/Tails/Sonic: Chaos Emerald!

Emmy: *pulls out a Chaos Emerald* See! It’s right here!

SpyroX: Uh Tails?

Tails: What SpyroX?

SpyroX: Don’t you remember who’s airplane this is?

Tails: *long pause* Oh no! I feel so guilty! This airplane isn’t my creation and it’s totaled!

Eggman: *appears with his Egg Walker (from Sonic Adventure 2 Battle)* There you are! This time,
you’re not going to live!

Amy: *screams so loud out of surprise and a volcano erupts, so out of the volcano, the last 5 Chaos
Emeralds appear in front of her* Oh! I got free jewelry!

Emmy/Shadow: *put their Chaos Emeralds next to Amy’s*



Everyone but Eggman: *turn super and power punch, spin kick, black wave-Rouge, chaos
spear-Shadow, sonic wind-Sonic, time stop-Sonic, amy flash-Amy, flamethrower-SpyroX, hydro
pump-Emmy, thunder shoot-Cream/Giggy*

Eggman: *loses* You won this time, but next time, I’m really going to kill you! *flies away*

Amy: I hate you Shadow….. *finds Sonic* Sonickuu!

Sonic: Oh well… I’m used to it.

Tails: That’s such a lie.

Shadow: FREEDOM!! *echo*

Emmy: Yay! SpyroX, you rocked at that fight!

SpyroX: You did too Emmy…. Let’s get some Eggo Waffles!

Cream/Giggy/Shadow/Rouge: OK!!!

At Costco:
Tails: I got the Eggos!

Amy/Sonic: What’s that?

Cream/Giggy: What in the world?

Emmy/SpyroX: Oh no…

Shadow/Rouge: This is bad….

E-104: Where are those strawberry shortcakes… (to be continued…)
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Chao Problems 2
Last time, Sonic the Chao and his Chao friends went to Costco for Eggo Waffles, but they meet up with
E-104.....

Sonic: It's Eggman's *leans forward to get a closer look*........... hunk of junk.

SpyroX: No! It's a black and red Dung Beetle!

Tails: *spots white words on the robot* No! You're all wrong! It's E-104!

Giggy: E-10boar?

Cream: Pee-104 is the name, Giggy!

Giggy: No it's not!

Shadow: *walks off for some reason*

Emmy: *wispers to Tails* Hope they're not wearing earmuffs.

SpyroX/Sonic: *lean towards Emmy and Tails to hear what they're saying, but are caught by Emmy*
What'd we do?

Cream/Giggy: *still argueing*

E-104: Do you know where the strawberry shortcakes are?

Cream: They're over there! *points to a Strawberry Shortcake doll*

Giggy: Yeah! They also smell so good that you can't resist eating them!

Sonic: Did Eggman order you to get a strawberry shortcake? *winks at Tails*

E-104: Personal data.

Tails: *jumps on E-104's back and has a chainsaw* Bwaaaaa haa haa ha!!!

SpyroX : *trips on the chainsaw's plug and flips onto Tails which causes Tails to fall off of E-104*
WEEEEEEEEEEE!!!!!

Emmy: *gets hit by Tails' foot* NOBODY KICKS ME!!!! *starts power punching Tails*



Tails: NOOOOOOOO!!!!!!!! *gets bruises all over* The pain!!!

Sonic: *sticks his tounge out at Tails* Let me handle this Emmy! *starts doing weak punches and weak
kicks*

Shadow: *walks in* There you are guys! I've been lookin' for ya guys every where! Well... I brought some
Sunny Delight! *holds up a HUGE package of them*

Amy: YAY! It's better than being silent like you told me to......

Emmy/Cream/Giggy/Sonic: Give us some.... NOW!!!!

Tails: *acts like a zombie with a help of his pain* Yes... or I'll pull you to the Earth's core! *starts haunting
Shadow*

Shadow: *runs away without knowing that Amy is chasing him* AHHHHH!!!!

SpyroX: Come on Tails and Cream! Let's jet to get it!

Tails/Cream: OK!

Tails/Cream/SpyroX: *fly after Shadow*

Rouge: *at the top of one of the shelves napping cause she has no part in this chapter*

Sonic: Emmy Giggy, let's juice and jam!

Emmy/Giggy: *whispers to eachother* Why are we stuck with this idiot?

Sonic/Emmy/Giggy: *run after Tails, Cream, and SpyroX*

Egg Golem music on

TEAMS:

Team 1 (SpyroX, Cream, Tails) - flight

Team 2 (Sonic, Emmy, Giggy) - speed

Team 3 (Shadow and um... maybe Amy) - Sunny Delight

Team 3-

Shadow: *grins as he looks back but finds Amy* NO! Don't tell me that Sonic ditched Amy! *starts to
speed up*

Amy: *uses her Speed Up because she has 10 rings*



Shadow: Noooooooooo!! Why do you keep bugging me?!

Amy: Be quiet....

Shadow: (pause)

Amy: Shadow, I need you to tell Sonic that.....

Shadow: (pause once more)

Amy: That...... I don't know where the Kool-Aid is!

Shadow: Thanks a lot for telling me...

Team 2 *stops running when Emmy yells*-

Emmy: SONIC!!!!!

Sonic: What?

Emmy: *holds up her Chaos Emerald* Don't you know how to use Chaos Control, because you did use it
in Sonic Adventure 2 Battle.

Giggy: YEAH!!! LET'S USE CHAOS CONTROL!!!

Sonic: *grabs Emmy's Chaos Emerald* Here goes nothing.... CHAOS CONTROL!!!! *uses Chaos
Control*

Emmy: HEY!!!! He left without us!

Giggy: WAAAAHHHHHH!!! SONIC'S A CHEATER!!!

Sonic: *warps back and screams* IT'S GONNA EAT US! RUN FOR YOUR LIVES! *notices he's back in
Costco with his team* Hi!

Giggy: You seem rather suspicious...... *observes Sonic*

Emmy: Yeah……. Actually, REALLY suspicious

Sonic: Well I…….ok I admit it. I accidentally went to Scotland and the Lockness Monster was after me!
Aren’t we after something?

Giggy/Emmy: *very long pause* ummmm…..yeah…..



Giggy/Emmy/Sonic: OH YEAH! IT WAS THE SUNNY DELIGHT! *run to the drinks isle*

Team 2’s mission- Accomplished

Team 1 *still flying*-

Cream: I’m feeling sick. *starts turning green*

SpyroX: Please do anything but barf, Cream.

Tails: *has a talk with Cream* She’s just hungry.

SpyroX: Ok……

Cream: *smells the Sunny Delight that Shadow has and speeds up towards it* Can you guys go any
faster! I’m thirsty here!

SpyroX: Do you know how tired my wings are?

Tails: Don’t forget about my 2 tails….

SpyroX/Tails: *notices that Cream’s out of sight* ARRGGGHH!!!! You’re NOT gonna hog all of the
Sunny D., Cream! *spots some cool stuff and stop flying*

Tails: *finds a toy helicopter and an electric fan*Just what I need.

SpyroX: *finds a remote control plane and masking tape* This is gonna sooooo make my day!

Team 3 *still running*-

Amy: Shadow?

Shadow: Now what Amy?

Amy: I have to go….

Shadow: Go where?

Amy: To the bathroom!

Shadow: *sigh* Alright….

At the bathroom-

Shadow: Amy, are you done yet?! Some girls are staring at me!

Amy: Come on Shadow! The longer we stay here, the better!



Shadow: Why is that?

Amy: Do you expect them to think that you’re in the girls’ bathroom?

Shadow: But, they’re all staring at me. I mean, all of them are now.

Amy: Come on Shadow! The more girls staring at ya, the more famous you’ll be!

Shadow: Amy? Someone is carrying a black box and the box is flashing.

Amy: That “box” is a camera.

Shadow: A CAMERA?! Amy, this has gone too far! Let’s go now!

Amy: *flushes the toilet and walks out the door like a celebrity* Take all that you want! *but the crowd
ignored her and kept their attention to Shadow*

Shadow: Amy? They’re really creeping me out now!

Amy: Ok…. We’ll go now.

Shadow: Finally….

Amy/Shadow: *runs out of the girls’ bathroom and continues on*

Team 1 *finds Team 3*-

Tails: *flying on a toy helicopter that has a battery powered fan as the chopper* Cream! You found them!

SpyroX: *riding on a remote controlled plane that has the controller taped on it with masking tape* Great
job, Cream!

Cream: It was nothing!

Shadow: You’re never gonna catch me!

Amy: *sob* How about me?

Shadow: Nah! You don’t matter! *runs to maximum speed and leaves Amy behind*

Amy: *finds a remote control race car, jumps on it, and drives it* Oh no you don’t Shadow!

Cream: *driving a remote controlled crane (the car kind) *We are gonna get that Sunny D., one war after
another!

SpyroX: Who said it was a war?



Tails: I have NO idea.

Sonic: *comes running up next to Tails* Cream just isn’t her self, isn’t she?

Emmy: *flies next to SpyroX with a 2 seater plane that looks like the Tornado and in the backseat is
Giggy* Hi SpyroX!!!

Giggy: Howdy ya’ll!

Eventually, they manage to share the Sunny D., but what about E-104 you ask? Well he gave the doll to
Eggman….

Eggman: *chasing E-104 with a wrench* Come back here!

E-104: Sorry. Must loosen wheels with a chase.

Eggman: I’m not joking! I wanted a cake, not a doll! Although the doll is quite nice and soft and pretty…

That night:

Eggman: *sleeping in his bed with the strawberry shortcake doll and is sucking his thumb*

E-104: *jumps off E-162* FREEDOM!!!! (to be continued…)
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Chao Problems 3

Last time, E-104 suicides and Sonic the Chao and company chases Shadow for Sunny D. HERE WE
GO WITH THE FIC!

Chao Garden:

Sonic: This is sooooo boring!

Knuckles: Can we do Chao Karate?

Amy: NO WAY! Remember what Emmy said to me when I was fighting against her?!

Tails: Speaking of Emmy, where are SpyroX and Emmy?

Giggy: Now that you mention it, Miles (Tails the Fox) said something about 1 of his favorite Chao
reincarnating...

Cream: So that means...

Everyone else: It might be Emmy! *dash to the Hero Garden*

Hero Garden:

Miles: *sniff* Poor Emmy. I took my sight off of her for one little second……. AND NOW SHE’S
GONE!!!!!!!!

SpyroX: Well, I was a better friend with her than you……

Miles: (he doesn’t know how to speak CHAO) I miss her too.

SpyroX: Whoops. Forgot that you don’t know a word I say.

Emmy: *sniff* Yeah… poor Emmy….. HEY!!!!!! (Pre-evolved hero CHAO with no legs, bear hands, and
bear ears)

SpyroX: *snort* Haha! Got you again! You owe me a quarter!

Emmy: *growl* There, happy? *gives SpyroX a quarter*

Miles: *snatches quarter* Cool! *drops it in his Barbie piggy bank* You found my quarter.



Sonic: MILES! I can’t believe it! You found your booger quarter!

Tails: *NOTE- Sonic knows English* Booger quarter?

Cream: I can’t believe that you don’t know what it is……

Rouge: It’s the quarter where………..where………what was it again?

Giggy: Come on! Tell us already! *drools from suspense*

Knuckles: *puts on some teacher glasses* Well, if you really want to know, you have to tell me the
circumference of a circle with a radius of one.

Sonic/Giggy/Tails/Cream/Rouge: WHAT?!

Knuckles: *sigh* It’s 6.28 you dunce CHAOs.

Sonic: *raises his hand* I know the answer! Ahem. It’s 6.28!

Knuckles: CORRECT! 100% student in the class is………….SONIC!!!!!!!

Giggy: Since Sonic got the right answer, what’s the booger quarter?

Cream/Knuckles/Sonic: It’s the quarter that Miles wipes his snot on!
Everyone else: SICK!

SpyroX: What’s all the commotion about?

Emmy: And why’s everyone grossed out?

Miles: HI GUYS! I FEEL GAY! ^o^ *dances around doing the hokey-pokey*

All CHAOs: AHHHHHHHH!!!!!! *runs away to other gardens*

Dark Garden:

Sonic: We’re sooooo lucky that we made it alive.

Shadow: *notices the others* Sup dudes!

Cream: What does “dudes” mean?

Giggy: We will never know.

SpyroX: Well, what do you mean you’ll never know?

Emmy: Yeah!



Rouge: All you need is a dictionary!

Emmy: Nanee?! I already know what it means! *stomps out the door, but nobody notices*

Knuckles: *brings out a dictionary larger than him* Hmmmm…it the slang word for guys, peoples, or
anything like that.

Shadow: Duh! Quit acting like a clump of poo and get me pop!

Emmy: *walks back in* Looks like someone needs to go to the Hero Garden!

Everyone else but Shadow: Yep!

Shadow: Yo! Dudes and dudets and knuckle head! Where’s my pop!

Everyone else: *have ropes, chains, locks, and death glares*

Hero Garden:

Shadow: Awright already! I was kidding about the soda, ok?! Just put me down! *tied up in ropes,
chains, etc.*

Giggy/Cream: *grins* Here you go! *lets Shadow free*

Tails: YAY! SOMEONE TO PLAY BARBIES WITH ME!

Shadow: AHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!! THE HORROR! TIE ME UP AGAIN AND PUT ME BACK! *notices that
everyone’s gone*

Tails: I’ll be Barbie while you’ll be Ken! After that, let’s play with my Easy Bake Oven!

Shadow: Mateo! *runs out the door back to the Dark Garden*

Dark Garden:

Shadow: *panting* Never torture me like that!

Rouge: *stands next to Knuckles and blushes*

Knuckles: *does the same*

Cream: YUCK!

Giggy: Rouge and Knuckles dancing in a box. Naked, naked oh my gosh!

Sonic: First comes poop.



Tails: Then comes a call.

Everyone but Knuckles and Rouge: Then comes them both drinking alcohol!

Amy: Hey! I hardly had any parts in this fiction! I’m out of here! *goes in the CHAO Transporter*

SpyroX: Hey! Where’s Emmy?!

Giggy: I did see her go in the CHAO Garden…

Cream: Can we sing the song again?

Knuckles and Rouge: NO WAY!!!!

Everyone else: AWRIGHT!

Knuckles and Rouge: *goes in the CHAO Transporter* Amy, wait for us!

Everyone:

Knuckles and Rouge dancing in a box. Naked, naked oh my gosh!

First comes poop.

Then comes a call.

Then comes them both drinking alcohol!

BLOOPERS:

We are at the part where Shadow was talking slang-

Shadow: DUDE! WHERE’S THE POP!?

Cream: EWWWW!!! SHADOW SPIT ON ME!!!!

*beep*

We are at the part where Amy goes in the transporter-

Amy: Uhhhh….what was my line? Oh well. HALABUNGA! *jumps in but hits her head on the machine
instead* I’m ok!

Sonic: We didn’t even ask baka!

Rouge: Amy’s gone cuckoo!



*beep*

Part when Miles says he’s gay-

Miles: HI GUYS! I’M GAY! Actually, in reality, I’m not but why is this in my script? *pulls out script* OH
MY *BEEP* WHY AM I SUPPOSED TO SAY THAT?!

All CHAO: Ahhhhhhhh?

*beep*

Sonic: OK! Enough with the bloopers!

SpyroX: HELLO?! DID YOU FORGET ABOUT-

Cream: What does “nanee”, “mateo”, and “baka” mean?!

Tails: If Knuckles were here, he’d answer you.

SpyroX: Nobody ever listens! *sob*

Sonic: By the way, you do a yosh job in pronouncing Japanese words!

Cream: What’s “yosh”?

Everyone else: *groan*
to be continued…
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CHAO Problems 4

Last time, Knuckles the CHAO decided to join the group, but some how, Emmy disappeared...

CHAO GARDEN:

Sonic and co.: EMMY! WHERE ARE YOU!

Cream: SHEESH! Why do we have to go through all of this?

Giggy: I'm the leader, so I'm supposed to know the answer to that one... I HAVE NO CLUE, CREAM!
Maybe Emmy knows!

Cloudy: Hi guys! I heard that you were friends with Emmy! She has 3 close friends and I'm one of them!
(Hero CHAO...penguin eyebrows...peguin flippers...phoenix wings and phoenix tail)

SpyroX: Like wow.... I'm one of them too....

Sonic: If you're a close friend and you were in this garden before Emmy disappeared here then that
means...

Shadow: COCA-COLA!

Tails: Do you want to go to the Hero Garden, again?

Shadow: At least I'm not a CHAO based on Miles, baka!

Tails: Yep, he does.

Voice: What's all the commotion about?

Cloudy: HOWDY EMMY!

Emmy: HOWDY PARTNER! *puts her cowboy hat on* (angel chaos chao)

Everyone else but Cloudy: THAT’S EMMY?!

Cloudy: Duh. Like, I saw her evolve like a few minutes ago, and yeah.

Shadow: DUDE! WHAT’S WITH THAT TEENAGE GAL ATTIDUTE?!

Cloudy: DUDE to you to dude.



Giggy: HEY GUYS! YOU’VE GOT TO SEE THE NEWS!

Everyone: *goes to the TV*

Chao Reporter on TV: Hi guys yet again at the CHAO NEWS. Today a human named Kelli has a story to
tell you in five minutes. Anyway, all you Inuyasha fans, I have a very special CHAO named Kagome.
She’s one of Kelli’s CHAO. She has brown eyes, black highlighted head, white body and hands, a
green and red scarf, and green feet.

Cream: *drool and has swirly eyes* Must meet Kagome the CHAO for I’m the biggest Inuyasha fan...
*walks around like a zombie*

Giggy: No, I’m the biggest fan. See? I’m taller than you!

Sonic: Cream, Giggy, don’t argue!

Chao Reporter: Now for Kelli’s story.

Kelli: *walks on the stage nervous* Well….I have 2 CHAO named Inuyasha and Kagome, and they
um...both mated 3 times in one hour.

Chao Camera Man: Can we stop filming now? My feet are asleep and I have cramps all over! *screen
starts turning blue, cause it’s messed up*

Knuckles: *punches the TV and it blows up* Whoops...

Sonic: *waterfalls streaming from eyes* WHY TV?! WHY?! *runs and cries in a corner*

SpyroX: I’m fed up with you Knuckles.

Emmy: Guys? Where’s Amy?! I miss her!

Sonic: Who’d miss someone like her?

Cloudy: She just likes to see Amy chasing Sonic or Shadow!

Shadow: ACK! *points in a random direction*

Cream: *turns around* HI AMY! *waves at Amy’s direction*

Amy: Sonikku!

Sonic: Sorry guys! Gotta jet! *runs away with Amy chasing him*

Knuckles: *sob* Where’s Rouge?!



SpyroX: Why don’t you go looking for her?

Knuckles: That’s not a bad idea! *runs off*

Shadow: *counting with his "fingers"* I only had three lines in the story! Not including the line I just said.

Amy: *chasing Sonic* SONIC! WAIT UP!

Sonic: That’s what all slowpokes say! -Now that I think of it...

Amy: Huh?

Sonic: Since Shadow and I are both based on hedgehog characters from SEGA, why don’t you chase
Shadow too?

Amy: That’s not a bad idea!

Shadow: AHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!! *chased by Amy with Sonic*

Sonic: Ha ha! Now I’ve made you join my horror!

Shadow: Next time, you won’t be so lucky!

SpyroX: CHAO that are not lucky all ways say that.

Emmy/Cloudy: We got a new TV!

Cream: *drool* Hamburger...

Tails: *drool* Cheese Burger...

Cream: Tails is evil! He’s going to eat Cheese!

Tails: I meant the milk kind!

Sonic: *drool* Chicken Sandwich...

Cloudy: *drool* Chicken Nuggets...

Emmy: *drool* Cherry top...

SpyroX: *drool* French fries...

Shadow: *drool* Cheese booger...

Everyone else: YUCK! *run away*



Shadow: Ain’t it lonely on weekends?

Omochao: How about weekdays?

Shadow: Don’t even think about it!

Omochao: Did you read Adventures With Omochao?

Shadow: Of course! I liked it when Sonic accidentally saw Eggman taking a bath!

Omochao: I liked all of Omochao’s lines!

Shadow: Are you saying that you are the Omochao from that series?!

A group of Omochaos: YUP! OF COURSE I AM!

Shadow: Uh huh...

Hero Garden:

Giggy: I want to go to Burger King!

Cream: *drool* Me too...

Cloudy: If you want to so much then...

SpyroX: ...why don’t we...

Emmy: ...GO THERE!

Everyone else: GOOD IDEA!

Burger King:

Sonic: I want a Chicken Sandwich!

Tails: ACK! IT’S DR. NOBUTTKICK! *points at a table*

SpyroX: It’s Dr. Robotnick or Eggman for short.

Eggman: *eating 105 hamburgers*

Shadow: No wonder why Eggman’s fat!

Cream: He better watch out for the Mad Cow Disease.

Emmy: Don’t give him a tip Cream.



Eggman: TIP?!

Giggy: *slaps forehead* Good going Cream.

Cream: NO PROBLEM!
To be continued...
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